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Abstract: Τhe main purpose of this research is to study the sensitivity of regional climate model 
RegCM4.4.5.1 to the different physics parameterization schemes in the Mediterranean region. The 
spatial resolution of the model is 25 × 25 km. Different ERA-Interim-driven simulations were 
performed with changes in the model’s configurations for the time period 1981–1990. The different 
simulated data of temperature and precipitation were processed seasonally and the differences 
between the simulations were examined. The statistical significance of the differences is calculated 
with Student’s t-test. Aiming a more detailed evaluation of the changes that occur, a division of the 
area of study into five sub-regions was performed according to the common EURO-CORDEX 
analysis domain and the Taylor diagrams for the examined parameters were calculated. From the 
analysis of the results it was found that Grell, Mixed, UW-PBL and CORINE simulations present a 
cold bias, while in BATS1e run temperature is increased. Additionally, Grell, Mixed and UW-PBL 
simulations present a decrease of precipitation except for winter, where in Grell simulations total 
precipitation is increased. In BATS1e run an increase of the parameter is detected. Finally, changes 
in land cover led to a reduction of the parameter during winter and an increase in summer. 
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1. Introduction 

Temperature and precipitation are two parameters that are affected by a great number of factors, 
such as the interaction between the ocean and the atmosphere, which lead to the release of heat and 
the emission of water that returns on land as precipitation [1], changes in boundary layer that can 
cause the heating or cooling of the ground, as updrafts and downdrafts are related with an increase 
and decrease of temperature respectively [2], changes in convection processes that can lead to 
excessive or reduced precipitation, and also changes in evaporation and transpiration rates, which 
are linked to changes in landuse types and can cause alterations in temperature and precipitation [3]. 
In a regional climate model, these factors are represented by certain physics parameterization 
schemes. A great effort is being made by the scientific community in order to examine the sensitivity 
of regional climate models to specific parameterizations. According to [4], precipitation in central-
eastern Europe is enhanced when using MIT-Emanuel scheme, due to the more convection that 
occurs in this scheme in contrast to Grell scheme. Grell scheme also presents a cold bias, which was 
detected in the Caribbean region [5]. The authors also examined the modifications that occur when 
changing the model’s ocean flux scheme and concluded to a reduction of the cold bias in BATS1e 
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scheme and an enhancement of convective precipitation. In terms of planetary boundary layer 
configurations, UW-PBL scheme appears to be more advantageous in regions with warm and dry 
biases [6]. Changes in land cover data affects regional climate models and as a result atmospheric 
circulation and seasonal and interannual variability are influenced [7]. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. Data 

The main purpose of this study is to examine the sensitivity of regional climate models to the 
different physics parameterization configurations and the modifications that occur in precipitation 
and temperature due to changes in the different parameterization schemes. For this reason, we used 
total and convective precipitation data, as well as near surface minimum and maximum temperature 
data derived from RegCM4 (version RegCM4.4.5.1), a regional climate model that was originally 
developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). It is a hydrostatic, compressible 
with sigma-p vertical coordinate model [8–10]. The dynamical core of RegCM4 is similar to that of 
the hydrostatic version of the NCAR-PSU Mesoscale Model version 5 (MM5) [11]. The model’s spatial 
resolution is 25 × 25 km. The domain of study covers the Mediterranean region (Figure 1). For a more 
detailed study of the physical parameterizations of the model, a division of the area into five sub-
regions (Table 1) according to the common EURO-CORDEX analysis domain [12] was performed 
(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Topography (m) of the domain of study. The boxes represent the division of the area into 
five sub-regions according to the common EURO-CORDEX analysis domain. 

Table 1. The five sub-regions and their area of expansion. 

Abbreviation Area
AL The Alps and the surrounding area 
EA The part of Eastern Europe 
FR The wider France region 
IP The Iberian Peninsula 

MD 
The greatest part of the Mediterranean Sea, Italy, Greece, 
the Balkans and southwestern Turkey 
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2.2. Methodology 

Different simulations were performed with changes in the model’s physics parameterizations 
for the period 1981–1990. More specifically, for the first simulation, the initial configurations of the 
model were used and this was characterized as “default” simulation (Table 2). Subsequently, we 
performed three simulations with changes in cumulus convection scheme and its closure 
assumptions from MIT-Emanuel [13] to (1) Grell [14] with Arakawa-Schubert closure assumption [15] 
(GAS); (2) Grell with Fritsch-Chappell closure assumption [16,17] (GFC) and (3) Grell with Fritsch-
Chappell closure assumption over land and MIT-Emanuel over ocean (Mixed), one simulation with 
changes in planetary boundary layer scheme from Holtslag PBL [18] to UW PBL [19,20] (UW-PBL), 
one simulation with changes in ocean flux scheme from Zeng et al. [21] to BATS1e Monin-Obukhov 
[10] (BATS1e) and one simulation with changes in the model’s land cover and land use data, where 
land cover data from CORINE 2000 Land Cover Project [22,23] were implemented in the model’s 
BATS Land Surface Model [24,25] (CORINE) (Figure 2). All simulations are ERA-Interim-driven for 
sea surface temperature (SST) and initial and boundary conditions (ICBC). 

 

Figure 2. Land cover of BATS Land Surface Model and CORINE 2000 Land Cover Project. 

Table 2. The initial configurations of the model used as “Default” simulation. 

Default
Driving Field ERAINT 

Cumulus Scheme MIT-Emanuel 
Convective Closure Scheme - 

Planetary Boundary Layer Scheme Holtslag PBL 
Ocean Flux Scheme Zeng et al. 
Land Surface Model BATS 

In order to evaluate the changes in the model’s physics parameterizations, the differences 
between the runs with the changes and the “default” run were calculated, mapped and compared. 
The statistical significance of these differences was found with the Student’s t-test [26]. Subsequently, 
the Taylor diagrams of the examined parameters were computed for each sub-region [26,27] in order 
to examine the simulations in terms of correlation, RMS difference and standard deviation. As 
reference data in the Taylor diagrams the “default” run was used. All processing of the different 
simulated data was performed on a seasonal basis. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Precipitation (mm) 

Regarding precipitation, the main parameterization that is expected to influence both total and 
convective precipitation is cumulus convection scheme. During winter (Figure 3), GAS and GFC run 
are characterized by an increase of total precipitation in continental areas, with the most statistically 
significant increase being detected in the windward side of mountainous areas. On the contrary, 
convective precipitation in GAS and GFC run presents a significant decrease, which is more intense 
in maritime areas. In Mixed simulation, there are no significant changes in total precipitation, but in 
convective precipitation a decrease of the parameter in continental areas is evident. Both total and 
convective precipitation present a significant increase in BATS1e simulation, while in the case of UW-
PBL run a small but significant decrease is evident in maritime areas (mainly in convective 
precipitation). Finally, changes in land cover lead to a decrease of precipitation in coastal areas, which 
is significant only in the case of convective precipitation. The aforementioned findings are in 
agreement with the Taylor diagrams for each sub-region. BATS1e simulation presents the closest 
agreement with the reference field for both total (Figure 4) and convective (Figure 5) precipitation in 
all sub-regions. Mixed scheme presents a very good performance in most cases for total precipitation. 
Additionally, the increase of total precipitation in GAS and GFC simulations in mountainous ranges 
and the reduction of convective precipitation in these two simulations are also evident in Taylor 
diagrams. In convective precipitation the variations are much larger than the reference field. 

 

Figure 3. Differences in total and convective precipitation from the default simulation for the 
performed simulations during winter. The statistical significance of the differences in the maps is 
represented by the dotted areas. 
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Figure 4. Taylor diagrams exploring the model’s performance for total precipitation over the five sub-
regions (a→AL, b→EA, c→FR, d→IP, e→MD) during winter and summer. The markers in Taylor 
diagrams represent the different simulations. The default simulation is being used as reference field. 

 
Figure 5. Taylor diagrams exploring the model’s performance for convective precipitation over the 
five sub-regions (a→AL, b→EA, c→FR, d→IP, e→MD) during winter and summer. The markers in 
Taylor diagrams represent the different simulations. The default simulation is being used as reference 
field. 
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During summer (Figure 6), in GAS and GFC run a significant decrease of total precipitation is 
detected in mainland (in convective precipitation also Mixed run presents a decrease), while a small 
but significant increase is observed in maritime areas in both cases. Total and convective precipitation 
do not present any significant changes in the case of BATS1e simulation, while in UW-PBL run a 
significant decrease is evident in continental areas. This decrease is more intense for total 
precipitation. CORINE simulation is characterized by a significant increase of the two parameters in 
Massif Central Mountains and the Iberian Peninsula. Regarding Taylor diagrams, BATS1e simulation 
presents again the most similar performance for both total (Figure 4) and convective (Figure 5) 
precipitation in all sub-regions. The decrease of the parameter in the case of GAS, GFC and Mixed 
simulations is also detected in Taylor diagrams. 

 

Figure 6. Differences in total and convective precipitation from the default simulation for the 
performed simulations during summer. The statistical significance of the differences in the maps is 
represented by the dotted areas. 

3.2. Near Surface (2 m) Temperature (°C) 

Subsequently, maximum and minimum temperature at 2 m are examined. During winter 
(Figure 7), the two parameters present similar results. More specifically, in GAS and GFC simulations 
a statistically significant decrease is observed in maritime areas and part of the westward continental 
areas and this decrease expands in Eastern Europe in the case of maximum temperature. There is no 
significant change in Mixed run except for central Iberian Peninsula, where maximum temperature 
presents a reduction. On the contrary, BATS1e simulation is characterized by a significant increase of 
the parameter. Maximum temperature in UW-PBL run decreases significantly in maritime areas, 
France, Italy and the Iberian Peninsula, while minimum temperature presents an increase in the Alps 
and Eastern Europe. Changes in land cover lead to a significant decrease of both parameters in coastal 
lines. In Taylor diagrams, all simulations are in a close agreement with the reference field for both 
minimum (Figure 8) and maximum (Figure 9) temperature, as the RMS difference is nearly zero, the 
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standard deviation is similar to that of the reference field and the correlation coefficient is >0.99. 
BATS1e and Mixed simulation present almost the same performance in all sub-regions. 

During summer (Figure 10) the results for minimum and maximum temperature are again 
similar, but the changes are more intense in maximum temperature. More specifically, changes in 
cumulus convection scheme (GAS and GFC) and planetary boundary layer scheme (UW-PBL) lead 
to a decrease of the two parameters, but in Mixed run the decrease is detected only in continental and 
part of maritime areas. Maximum temperature remains unmodified in BATS1e run, while minimum 
temperature is increasing significantly in part of Europe and maritime areas. Maximum temperature 
in CORINE simulation decreases in Massif Central Mountains and the Iberian Peninsula. The closest 
performance to the reference field is detected only in BATS1e for minimum (Figure 8) and maximum 
(Figure 9) temperature, according to Taylor diagrams. 

 

Figure 7. Differences in near surface (2 m) min and max temperature from the default simulation for 
the performed simulations during winter. The statistical significance of the differences in the maps is 
represented by the dotted areas. 
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Figure 8. Taylor diagrams exploring the model’s performance for near surface min temperature over 
the five sub-regions (a→AL, b→EA, c→FR, d→IP, e→MD) during winter and summer. The markers in 
Taylordiagramsrepresentthedifferentsimulations.Thedefaultsimulationisbeingusedasreferencefield. 

 

Figure 9. Taylor diagrams exploring the model’s performance for near surface max temperature over 
the five sub-regions (a→AL, b→EA, c→FR, d→IP, e→MD) during winter and summer. The markers in 
Taylor diagrams represent the different simulations. The default simulation is being used as reference field. 
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Figure 10. Differences in near surface (2 m) min and max temperature from the default simulation for 
the performed simulations during summer. The statistical significance of the differences in the maps 
is represented by the dotted areas. 

4. Conclusions 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the sensitivity of RegCM4 to the different physics 
parameterization schemes for the Mediterranean region in terms of precipitation and temperature. 
Seven ERA-Interim-driven simulations were performed with changes in the model’s physics 
parameterization schemes. A division of the area of study into five sub-regions was performed 
according to the common EURO-CORDEX analysis domain, in order to thoroughly investigate the 
model’s performance. 

Regarding precipitation, the parameter was reduced in the majority of the area of study from 
changes in planetary boundary layer scheme (UW-PBL simulation), while BATS1e Monin-Obukhov 
scheme led to an increase of precipitation. Changes in cumulus convection scheme resulted to an 
increase of the parameter in continental areas, while maritime areas were characterized by a decrease 
of precipitation, which is in accordance to the findings of [5]. The results are quite the opposite during 
summer. Changes in land cover data resulted to a more detailed mapping of land cover in the area 
of study. Precipitation presented a decrease as it is directly affected by landuse. Finally, in the case of 
minimum and maximum temperature, a reduction of warm biases was detected in UW-PBL scheme. 
Similar are the findings of [6]. In contrast to MIT-Emanuel scheme, Grell scheme presents a cold bias, 
which is in agreement with the findings of [4]. BATS1e scheme appear to reduce the cold bias, which 
is consistent with [5] who found an increase of minimum and maximum temperature, while changes 
in land cover led to a reduction of temperature. This result adds to the findings of [28], who detected 
a decrease of temperature in China. 
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